Circular accelerators based upon increasing magnetic flux comprise one of the oldest classes of machines, the Betatron being a prime example. We have found that intense, charged neutralized ion rings can be accelerated to interesting energies by imploding a conducting liner on the field/ring configuration. Because the ring radius is not fixed, we find that the energy scaling varies from linear in the field (p cc B ) at low energies to square root scaling (y c B2) at relataivistic energies. Simple z modeling has confirmed many of the characteristics we have seen in 2½-D fully electromagnetic particle simulations.
Introduction
It has been suggested a number of times over the last decade that an intense ring of charged particle imbedded in a guide field can be efficiently accelerated by adiabatically compressing that flux. 5 Such concepts are generically similar to the classic betatron,6)7 in that the acceleration gradient is created by monotonically varying a magnetic field in time.
They differ from the betatron by permitting non-constant orbit radii in some cases and by employing a different set of focusing fields. In this paper we present analysis and simulations of an intense, charge neutralized ion ring in a flux compressing geometry.
The principle of generating inductive fields by increasing a magnetic field in time is the same as for a common transformer. Steinbeck first conceived of using this field to accelerate charged particles in 1936. By 1939 Kerst had succeeded in demonstrating successful electron acceleration in such a device, the betatron.6 He exploited this with ever more powerful betatrons until the 300-MeV betatron was constructed in 1950.7 At that point, limitations in magnetic field generation technology plus intrinsic radiation losses for small radius electron orbits indicated that future betatron development would not be profitable.
Theory
A useful and tractable approach for following the collective behavior of intense beams is the cold fluid equations for a species of mass, m, and charge, an= -V nv dp -q (E + t x B) 
From a first principles analysis, the radiation loss problem is still a major obstacle for electron devices, although it can be ameliorated with larger radius machines.
Ions, however, are far from synchrontron loss limited at comparable energies. Magnetic flux compression technology, moreover, can routinely produce pulsed fields on the order of mega-8 gauss.°Since the final particle energy depends on the ratio of initial to final field strength, such compression offers great potential for this type of accelerator. On the other hand, space charge limitations are far more severe for ions. To quantify these questions, we next present a simple model analysis for the acceleration process. (6) and (7) Equation (4) For realistic electron-to-ion mass ratios, this condition leads to unacceptably long simulation times.
As a test, the calculation was conducted with mi/m = 250.
For a constant velocity liner, vo0 at an initial radius, r0, the characteristic field variation time is TB = r0/2v0. We also reduced the axial extent of the ring so that it ran from z = 13 to z = 17. After a short period of time, large radial ion excursions were observed. This resulted in loss of charge neutralization and axial electron expansion. Finally, as a result of several time varying field quantities, large amplitude electron cyclotron waves were excited, which heated the electrons until they were thermally lost from the system. Analysis of the cold fluid electron equations shows that cyclotron waves can be excited by timedependent B and E fields, time varying space-charge fields and by rotation coupled into axial Bz gradients.
We conducted periodic simulations without axial gradients to isolate the factors. The parameters were the same as for the nonadiabatic calculation discussed above. Coupled r-O oscillations were again observed in the electron phase space, but this did not excite finite k waves. With k 0 O, the phase velocity of any disturbance cannot interact directly with the particles. The conclusion is that axial gradients are critical for this mode of wave excitation.
Overall, we have shown that charge neutralized ion rings can be successfully accelerated to multiMeV energies. It is important to compress adiabatically. Loss of adiabaticity can result in electron heating and consequent loss of neutralization. Only a small fraction of the original ion ring can then be confined.
It is clear in the above simulation that electron cyclotron waves led to excessive nonadiabatic electron heating.
In a mirror configuration, hot electrons would be better confined than cold ones. The simple liner compression configuration, however, intrinsically establishes deconfining magnetic fields. It is, therefore, important to determine the source of those large amplitude cyclotron waves. 
